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by a high order nonlinear equation. Therefore, the design
of a highly efficient method to control the movable object
of the system in order to be tracked in a desired position
has a great deal of importance.
A lot of research has been done for controlling the
magnetic levitation system in recent years. In[5]-[6], the
feedback linearization method has been proposed to
design a controller for magnetic levitation system.
Due to the use of a simplified dynamic model, only the
nominal parameters of the system were considered in the
design procedure, which has resulted in some problems
for stability, accuracy and robustness of controller. The
problems arise from variations of the parameters due to
environmental conditions or thermal drifts. Nonlinear
controllers [7, 8], robust linear controllers such as H∞,
optimal control and µ-synthesis [9, 10], control based on
phase space[11], neural network methods[12, 13] and fuzzy
control [14] are other proposed approaches to control
magnetic levitation systems. The proposed dynamic
models for the magnetic levitation system usually have
some uncertainties due to simplified dynamic equation
and its parameters. Moreover, the position measurements
of the levitated object are noisy and it leads to some
difficulties in the feedback control systems. SMC is a
powerful nonlinear control method as it has low sensitivity
to the plant parameter variations and disturbances. This
property moderates requirement of exact modeling[15].
One of the first studies for applying SMC to the magnetic
levitation system was done in[16], which compared sliding
mode controller with the classical controllers. The main
drawbacks of the traditional SMC are extreme control
efforts and reduced performance, especially in regions
of the operating space where the model is accurate. An
important issue in the SMC design is estimating the
magnitudes of modeling uncertainty such that the SMC
gain will ensure stability. Buckner[17] proposed a neural
network approach for estimating the uncertainty bounds
and used it to control a magnetic levitation system in
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Abstracts

This paper presents an approach to control a magnetic
levitation system with uncertainty in the dynamics and the
measurements. First, Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) is
applied to the magnetic levitation system. Then, Hybrid
Extended Kalman Filter (HEKF) is used to increase
the robustness of the magnetic levitation system to
uncertainties. The efficiency of such combined control
method is verified by simulation results and performance
parameters.
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INTRODUCTION
Magnetic levitation systems are widely used in different
fields of industrial applications such as high speed trains,
so-called Maglev, frictionless bearings and magnetically
suspended wind tunnels [1]-[4]. The magnetic levitation
system is difficult to control since it is unstable in the
open-loop form and the dynamics of the system is defined
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sliding mode. In[18], a sliding mode controller is designed,
in which a neural network is used to estimate the uncertain
system dynamics online.
In the SMC, the SMC gain depends on the uncertainty
bounds and must be large enough to ensure closedloop stability over the entire operating space. On the
other hand, larger control gains increases chattering
phenomenon. Hence, the SMC gain must be selected to
compromise between the chattering and the robustness
of the controller. In this paper, the combination of the
SMC and HEKF (SMCHEKF) is proposed to control the
magnetic levitation system. It is shown that this combined
method increases the robustness of the magnetic levitation
system to uncertainties of the dynamics and measurement
system. As a result, the system performance and other
drawbacks of the traditional control method are improved
using this method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the dynamic model for the system. Design
of a sliding mode controller for the magnetic levitation
system is considered in Section 3. The uncertainties of
the dynamics and the measurement system are modeled
in section 4, and their effects in the performance of
the controller are studied. In section 5, HEKF is used
to increase the robustness of the system. In section 5,
Simulation results are given to evaluate the performance
of the SMCHEKF. Concluding remarks are discussed in
section 6.

in a desired position by supplying the coil. The magnet is
suspended by a repulsive magnetic force when the coil is
supplied. The dynamic equation of system can be written
as:
(1)
Where xr denotes the distance between the coil and
the magnet, m is the mass of the magnet, c is the friction
constant, g is the gravitational constant, F m is the
magnetic force, and FL is the external force disturbance.
The magnetic force can be modeled as[19]:
(2)
Where u is the control law. N, a and b can be
determined by numerical modeling or experimental
methods[18] (Typically 3<N<4.5). These parameters can
be estimated by constant values in the desired region of
operation. However, because of the intrinsic nonlinearity
of the magnetic fields, these constants will vary when the
dynamics goes out of parameter determination region.
Replacing (2) into (1), we get:
(3)
Let the states of the system be chosen such that x1=xr,
x2=x.r. The magnetic levitation dynamic can be rewritten
as:

1. MAGNETIC LEVITATION DYNAMICS

(4)
Where:

U(t) is the control law and X is the state vector. To
separate the nominal system and the uncertainties (in
which the external disturbance FL=0[13]), the dynamics
equation can be rewritten as:
(4)
(5)
Where the index of n presents the nominal part of the
equation terms and L(X; t) is the lumped uncertainty:

Figure 1
Experimental Set-up of Magnetic Levitation System
The physical setup of a typical magnetic levitation
system is shown in Fig. 1[13]. The plant consists of a coil
that produces a magnetic field, a magnetic levitated body
(which is a permanent magnet and can be moved along
a grounded glass rod), and a laser-based measurement
system to measure the magnet position. The controller
produces an appropriate direct current to suspend magnet
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L(X; t)=∆f+∆G U(t)+∆d

(6)

It is assumed that the bound of L is known as:
L(X; t)<K
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Thus, the reaching condition[15] is satisfied. Beside the
asymptotic stability, the SMC guaranties that the state
trajectory of the system reaches the sliding surface in
a finite time and stays on it, with any initial condition.
Moreover, SMC law provides the system dynamic with
an invariance property to the uncertainty, once the system
dynamics are controlled in the sliding mode. Control
gain (K) is the trade-off parameter of control. The value
of K depends on the uncertainty bounds and must be
large enough, since the uncertainties (such as parameter
variations and exact value of external load disturbance)
are difficult to measure and appropriate reaching time
is necessary. However, the un-modeled dynamics and
the discontinuous control law result in undesirable
oscillations with finite frequencies and amplitude in the
control law, the so-called chattering. Larger control gains
increase this phenomenon. Hence, K must be selected to
compromise between the chattering and the robustness of
the controller. Moreover, it is rather convenient to supply
a smooth control law. Therefore, chattering reduction is
very important.

2. CONTROLLER DESIGN
2.1 Sliding Mode Control
The design of the sliding mode controller consists of two
stages. The first is to define a sliding surface in the state
variable space to ensure good control performance. The
second is to design a control law to reach the state of the
system on the desired predefined surface and to maintain
its position on it. Let e=x1-xref be the tracking error (the
error between the desired position x ref , and the true
position x1). The sliding surface is defined as[18]:
(8)
Where λ 1 and λ 2 are positive constants. The globally
asymptotic stability of (8) is guaranteed when the
following control law is applied to the magnetic levitation
system[15]:
(9)
where sgn is the signum function.

2.3 Results of SMC
Two common methods in chattering reduction are
Dynamic Sliding Mode Control[20] and Boundary Layer
Control (BLC) [15]. In BLC method, the control law is
interpolated in a boundary layer as:

2.2 Stability Analysis
Lyapunov function candidate is defined as[15]:
(10)

B(t)={x|s(x, t)|≤φ}, φ>0

Differentiating V with respect to time and using (5) and (8),
we get:

(14)

where φ is the boundary layer thickness. Realizing such
interpolation, the sgn function in the control law should be
replaced with saturation function defined as:

(11)

(15)

Substituting control law from (9) into (11) results in the
following:

The saturation function is a function with two
criterions. Furthermore, it has discontinuities in its
derivative that yield some problems in the realization of
the extended kalman filter which is discussed in section
IV. In the extended kalman filter, the Jacobian of the
system (partial derivative of dynamic equations with
respect to state variables) is needed. Thus, a trigonometric
function tanh is proposed to replace with the sat function
to reduce the chattering. In this case, we have a onecriterion, differentiable and smoother function. The
replacement is performed as follows:

(12)
Considering the sign of the sliding surface, (8), and the
bounding condition expressed in (7), the time derivative
of the candidate Lyapunov function can be separated as:

(16)
The thickness of the boundary layer (φ) is 0.1. The system
parameters are evaluated using a curve-fitting technique

(13)
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on the basis of the variation in the control law to provide a
magnetic force equal to the magnet weight. The resulting
parameters are[18]:
m=0.121 kg, c = 2.69, a=1.65, b = 6.2
n=4, λ1=10, λ2=30, K=15

Figure 3
Control Law and the Magnet Position Using Proposed
BLC Method (Using tanh Function)

3. EFFECT OF UNCERTAINTIES
3.1 Uncertainties Modeling
In practical feedback control systems, the output is
sampled by a measurement system. Then, it is applied to
the controller, i.e. the output of the measurement system is
the input for controller. Most of the measurement systems
have some inaccuracies. For example, in the sensor-based
measurement systems, which are commonly used in the
engineering systems, there are several measurement noise
sources. Also, sensors have basic limitations related to
the associated physical medium, and typically the output
quality is decreased. Therefore, analytical measurement
models typically contain some random measurement
noises or uncertainties[21]. These uncertainties result in
some random noise in the control law. Because the control
law is designed due to exact output of system, but the
output is measured by an inaccurate measurement system.
Controller uncertainties lead to uncertainties in the system
output. Modeling such uncertainties, a term should be
added to the control law and the system output. So, the
dynamics can be modified as:

Figure 2
Control Law and the Magnet Position Using Classic
Control Law (Using sgn Function)
K, λ1 and λ2 are selected to obtain the best performance
of control, stability considerations and appropriate
transient response. The control law and the magnet
position using sgn(S⁄0.1) and the tanh(2.5πS), which is
the smooth form of the sat(S⁄0.1), are shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3, respectively. The desired position for the magnet
is 2cm, i.e. xref=2cm. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the
chattering is eliminated effectively and the control law is
smoothed using this method of BLC in comparison with
Fig.2.

(17)
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Where y is the output of the sensor-based measurement
system, ∆x and ∆u are uncertainties of magnet position
and control law, respectively. There are no certain
mathematical expressions for values of ∆x and ∆u. The
measurements must be interpreted as a random process.
Central Limit Theorem formally demonstrates that under
certain general conditions, sum of independent random
variables with any distribution approaches a normal
distribution[22]. So, we can model the uncertainties of the
magnetic levitation system as random variables. Let:
(18)
Where ω and ν are zero-mean, uncorrolated white noises.
Rewrite (17) in a general form as:
(19)
Where N and σ indicate normal distribution and
standard deviation of random processes, respectively.
The standard deviation of ω is evaluated according to the
simulation results. The standard deviation of ν depends
on the accuracy of the measurements. Certainly, the
standard deviation of the measurements depends on the
measurement system’s accuracy.

Figure 4
Control Law and the Magnet Position in the Case of
Noisy Dynamic and Precise Measurements

3.2 Results of Uncertainties Effect
It is assumed that the magnet position is measured by a
sensor which RMS error is 0.1cm. Also, the following
values are chosen as:
σ1=0.005, σ2=0.1
Two test cases have been examined to demonstrate the
effect of uncertainties in the efficiency of the controller. In
the first case, the measurement system is considered as an
ideal system, i.e. ν=0. The simulation results of the control
law and the position of magnet are presented in Fig. 4.
Despite the fact that the tracking is done due to SMC
robustness property, it can be seen from the figure that the
accuracy is degraded in comparison with ideal dynamics
and measurements (shown in Fig. 3). Larger control
gains can improve the degraded tracking performance,
but the chattering will be increased significantly. In the
second case, both uncertainties of the dynamics and the
measurements are taken into account at the same time,
i.e. ν, ω≠0. Then the system is simulated. Certainly, the
second case is more reasonable from a practical point of
view. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 5. It can be
seen from the figure that the system has large oscillations.
Thus, it is impossible for the magnet to reach the desired
position, even though larger control gains are used.
So, the SMC has no performance in this case, because
SMC is designed based on precise state of dynamics, i.e.
the uncertainty of the measurements is not considered.
To solve around this problem, HEKF is applied to the
magnetic levitation system.

Figure 5
Control Law and the Magnet Position in the Case of
Noisy Dynamic and Noisy Measurements Dynamic and
Noisy Measurements
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4. SMCHEKF
4.1 Hybrid Extended Kalman Filter
Kalman filter is a mathematical tool which acts as an
estimator for what is called Linear Quadratic problem,
which is the problem of estimating instant states of a linear
dynamic system perturbed by white noise[23]. Extensions
of the kalman are needed for using kalman filter in the
nonlinear systems. A kalman filter that linearizes about
current estimated state is called an extended kalman filter.
The EKF is selected due to following reasons:
•
It has a state space basis and uses all of the prior
information about the internal model construction.
•
It considers both the process and the
measurement noise simultaneously.
•
The estimation is statistically optimum with
respect to any quadratic function of estimation error.
Real industrial systems have continuous-time dynamics
and a discrete-time measurement system. So, we have a
continuous process, which is sampled at a predefined rate.
This is the most common situation in practice. HEKF
considers such systems. For a nonlinear system with the
following state space model:

Superscripts+ and - denote posteriori estimate
and priori estimate, respectively. v 0 is the nominal
measurement noise value, that is, v 0=0 since v k is a
discrete-time zero-mean white noise.
4.2 Results of SMCHEKF
x ref

Output

SMC

Dynamic system+Process noise

EKF

Measurement
noise

Figure6
Block Diagram Scheme of the Proposed Control
Method (SMCHEKF)

(20)
Where f and h are nonlinear functions, ω(t) is a
continuous-time white noise with covariance Q, vk is a
discrete-time white noise sequence with covariance Rk.
Between sampling intervals, measurements have infinite
covariance (R=∞)[24]. So, HEKF time update equations are
formulated as:
(21)
(22)
Where ω 0 is the nominal process noise, that is, ω 0=0
since the ω(t) is a zero-mean white noise. Pis the error
covariance matrix of estimation. is the state estimate. u
is the control input. The Jacobians are:
(23)
After solving the equations (20) and (21), at each
measurement instant, Kalman gain, estimation, and the
error covariance are updated as [24]:

Figure 7
Control Law and the Magnet Position of the
SMCHEKF
The block diagram of the SMCHEKF is shown in
Fig. 6. As it is illustrated, the noisy measurements of
the magnet position are estimated. Then sliding mode
controller is applied to get the state of the system to
track the desired state xref. The magnet position and the
control law of the proposed control method (SMCHEKF)

(24)
(25)
(26)
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are shown in Fig. 7. SMCHEKF reaches to desired
position after a time less than 0.5s. The sample rate of
measurements is 1ms. Simulations show efficiency of
the method for controlling magnetic levitation system.
Another test has been done to confirm the performance of
SMCHEKF. The sum of squared error is defined as[17]:

5. CONCLUSION
This paper considers the control problem of magnetic
levitation systems that includes uncertainty in both
the dynamics and the measurements. A sliding mode
controller is used to set the levitated object in a
reference (desired) position. Then, it is shown that
sliding mode control cannot perform the tracking when
there are uncertainties in dynamics and measurements
simultaneously. Therefore, uncertainties were modeled as
white noises. HEKF is proposed to estimate the system
state by noisy measurements. Then, the estimated position
of magnet is applied to the sliding mode controller and the
performance of SMCHEKF is verified successfully.

(27)
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